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Abstract
This document presents work in progress on a lexical resource of Old
Swedish. The objective is concrete — to connect word forms in real text
to entries in dictionaries available in electronic format. The connection
is done through a morphological component implemented in Functional
Morphology.
The challenge we face is to find an appropriate model of Old Swedish
that is able to deal with the rich variation in the spelling of the word
forms in real text, and connect them with the idealized citation forms of
the dictionaries. The reason for the rich variation is twofold: no spelling
standards were available for Swedish at that time, and the time period is
three hundred years, during which many natural changes occurs.
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Introduction

Språkbanken at Göteborg University has created searchable electronic versions
of three dictionaries of Old Swedish1 : Söderwall [10] (23k entries), Söderwall
supplement [11] (21k entries) and Schlyter [9] (10k entries), with a total of 54k
entries. These are the main authoritative dictionaries for Old Swedish.
The motivation behind these electronic resources was to build an infrastructure on Internet available for Old Swedish education and research. The
electronic versions, as the paper versions, are structured with idealized citation
forms as the entry points. However, given an arbitrary word form in a real text,
it is typically difficult to guess the corresponding idealized citation form. In
this situation, it is actually easier to work with the paper versions, since you
may lookup an approximate position in a dictionary and browse the neighbouring entries. So the electronic resources have been largely unused. This project
aims at changing this situation by creating a morphological component able to
suggest appropriate dictionary entries for an arbitrary word form.
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The tool we are using to describe the morphological component is Functional
Morphology (FM) [3, 2], developed by M. Forsberg and A. Ranta at Chalmers
University of Technology. This tool has a number of advantages: it has highlevel description language; it supports (compound) analysis and synthesis; and it
supports the translation to many other, more standard, formats: fullform, LexC
and XFST [1], SQL, GF [8] (gives a direct connection to syntax) et cetera.
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The dictionaries

Let us examine what kind of information that is available in the dictionaries, by
looking at the entries for the word fisker (Eng. ’fish’). This word is interesting
since it occurs in all three dictionaries.
The first entry is from Söderwall. Some of the information provided here is:
it is a masculine noun; its stem variations (fysker, fiisker, fiisk ): references to
occurrences of the word in the classical texts; and the compounds it occurs in,
e.g. fiska slagh (Eng. type of fish).
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The second entry is from Söderwall’s supplement that supplies more examples and acts as an enrichment of the information in Söderwall.

Finally, we have the entry of Schlyter, which is, in this case, rather sparse.
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Paradigms

The linguistic model we are using is word and paradigm, a concept coined by
Hockett [4]. A paradigm is a collection of words inflected in the same manner,
and is typically represented with an inflection table. The way we describe
our morphology is to assign paradigm identifiers to the citation forms of our
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lexicon, which are translated into full inflection table by the inflection engine
implemented in FM.
As an example, consider the citation form fisker, which we here assign the
paradigm identifier nn m fisker. The paradigm identifier does not ’mean’ anything, it could just as well be a number, but here we chose a mnemonic encoding,
which can be read as: it is a masculine noun inflected in the same way as ’fisker’
(which is trivially true in this case). If we feed the paradigm name and the
citation form into the inflection engine, it generates the information below. To
keep the presentation compact, we have contracted some word forms, i.e. the
parenthesised letters are optional.

nn m fisker fisker ⇒

fisker
nn
m
Def
indef
indef
indef
indef
indef
indef
indef
indef
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def

Lemma
POS
Gender
Number
sg
sg
sg
sg
pl
pl
pl
pl
sg
sg
sg
sg
pl
pl
pl
pl

Case
nom
gen
dat
ack
nom
gen
dat
ack
nom
gen
dat
ack
nom
gen
dat
ack

Word form
fisker
fisks
fiski, fiske, fisk
fisk
fiska(r). fiskæ(r)
fiska, fiskæ
fiskum, fiskom
fiska, fiskæ
fiskrin
fisksins
fiskinum, fisk(e)num
fiskin
fiskani(r). fiskæni(r)
fiskanna, fiskænna
fiskumin, fiskomin
fiskana, fiskæna

The starting point of the paradigmatic specification, besides the dictionaries
themselves, are A. Noreen [6], E. Wessén [13, 14, 12], and G. Pettersson [7]. The
paradigm description has been done by R. Johnson. Here is a table showing
the number of paradigms in the current description, in their respective part of
speech.
Word Class
Noun (indefinite and definite)
Adjective (strong and weak declension, comparison)
Numeral
Pronoun
Adverb
Verb
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Paradigm Number
30
6
7
15
3
6

Ideas on dealing with the variation

As the reader may already have noticed in the presentation of the fisker paradigm,
some variation occurring in the suffixes has already been added. The stem, how-
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ever, must be treated in a different manner, since we do not have the same direct
access to it as to the suffixes.
The first approach will be the use of edit distance, i.e. if an input word
form is supplied, then the word forms in the lexicon (and their corresponding
dictionary entries) that are close to the input word form (in terms of editing
operations) should be returned. This can be done efficiently with an universal
Levenshtein automata, see, for example, Mihov [5].
However, this approach may turn out to be too naive, i.e. generate to many
false positives. Another approach would be to use a set of rules, which translates
the input word form into a more idealized form.
Our initial feeling is that the problem requires a hybrid solution, where we
investigate what kind of false positives the edit distance gives, and try to write
rules that remedy the situation.
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Implementation

We will now give an example on how a paradigm is defined in FM, here with
some verb paradigms of Old Swedish. The presentation will be brief, and many
details left out. The main objective is to provide a sense of what is involved in
the paradigm definition of FM, and the interested reader is referred to one of
the papers on FM.
An implementation of a new paradigm in FM involves: a type system; an
inflection function for the paradigm; an interface function that connects the
inflection function to the generic lexicon; and a paradigm name. Note that if
the new paradigm is in a part of speech previously defined, then no new type
system is required.
An inflection table is represented as a finite function. The intuition is that
since the function is finite, then we can enumerate all its arguments and by that,
create an inflection table.
type Verb = VerbForm -> Str

The type system defines the inflectional parameters of Old Swedish verbs.
By the Param instance, we ensure that the parameters is enumerable, and by
Dict instance, we accomplish a connection between the inflection functions and
the generic dictionary.
... definition of Modus, Number, Vox, Person, Person12
data VerbForm =
PresSg
Modus
PresPl
Person
PretInd
Number
PretConjSg Vox
PretConjPl Person
ImperSg
ImperPl Person12

Vox
|
Modus Vox |
Person Vox |
|
Vox
|
|
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instance Param VerbForm where
values = ... all forms in VerbForm
instance Dict VerbForm where
category _ = "vb"

The next step is to define an inflection function. We start with the paradigm
exemplified with the word ælskar.
aelskar in the function is a variable. If we supply aelskar rule with a
string, e.g. "ælskar", then a Verb is created. Since we know how to enumerate
the arguments, we can translate the function to an inflection table.
Note that the function is built up from a set of helper functions, e.g. passivum.
aelskar_rule :: String -> Verb
aelskar_rule aelskar p =
case p of
(PresSg Ind Act)
-> strings [aelskar,aelsk++"a"]
(PresSg Ind Pass) -> strings [aelska ++"s"]
(ImperSg)
-> strings [aelsk++"a"]
(ImperPl per)
-> imperative_pl
per
aelsk
(PresPl per m v)
-> indicative_pl
(per,m,v) aelsk
(PretInd Pl per v) -> preteritum_ind_pl (per,v)
aelsk
(PretConjPl per v) -> preteritum_conj_pl (per,v) (aelsk++"a")
(PresSg Conj v)
-> passivum v [aelsk++"i",aelsk++"e"]
(PretInd Sg _ v)
-> passivum v [aelska++thi]
(PretConjSg v)
-> passivum v [aelska++thi, aelska++the]
where aelsk = tk 2 aelskar
aelska = tk 1 aelskar

We continue by defining two additional verb paradigms. What is worth
noting here is that foerir rule is defined in terms of aelskar rule, and
liver rule in terms of foerir rule.
foerir_rule :: String -> Verb
foerir_rule foerir p =
case p of
(PresSg Ind Act)
-> strings [foerir, foer++"i"]
(PresSg Ind Pass)
-> strings [foer++"s"]
(ImperSg)
-> strings [foer]
(PretInd Pl per v)
-> preteritum_ind_pl (per,v) foer
(PretConjPl per v)
-> preteritum_conj_pl (per,v) foer
(PretInd Sg _ v)
-> passivum v [foer++thi]
(PretConjSg v)
-> passivum v [foer++thi, foer++the]
_
-> aelskar_rule foerir p
where foer = tk 2 foerir
liver_rule :: String -> Verb
liver_rule liver p =
case p of
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(PresSg Ind Act) ->
(PresSg Ind Pass) ->
(ImperSg)
->
_
->
where liv = tk 2 liver
lif = v_to_f liv

strings [liver, liv++"ir", liv++"i"]
strings [lif++"s"]
strings [lif]
foerir_rule (lif++"er") p

After we defined our inflection functions, we need to create interface functions that translate dictionary forms into entries in the generic dictionary. Since
we already defined an instance of Dict, it is done by the following, homogeneous,
definition. If the current part of speech has any inherent parameters, e.g. gender,
it would show up here.
vb_aelskar :: String -> Entry
vb_aelskar = entry . aelskar_rule
vb_foerir :: String -> Entry
vb_foerir = entry . foerir_rule
vb_liver
vb_liver

:: String -> Entry
= entry . liver_rule

Now we are almost done. The last step involves assigning paradigm names to
the interface functions, and to provide an example word form for each paradigm.
("vb_aelskar", ["ælskar"] , app1 vb_aelskar),
("vb_foerir", ["førir"] , app1 vb_foerir),
("vb_liver",
["liver"] , app1 vb_liver),

Finally, we can start developing our lexicon. Here in the file fornsvenska.lexicon
we show one entry: vb liver liver.
.. fil: fornsvenska.lexicon
...
vb_liver liver
...
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Final comment

The paradigm system has been defined together with a lexicon of 3k entries. The
next step, besides finding an appropriate method to deal with the variation, is
to create a prototype system that connects the morphological component with
the dictionaries, and to create a facility to input real text.
We are considering a solution where the real text is a HTML page that is
analyzed by the system, and the result is a new HTML page, where the word
forms becomes hyperlinked to a list of lemma candidates. These candidates are,
in turn, hyperlinked to the dictionaries.
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